Unit 3 Torah-True Polemical Traditionalism

1) Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch
   i. *Judaism Eternal* volume II- “Judaism allied to Progress”
   ii. Ibid, “How Can We Carry Jewish Learning Into Practical life”
   iii. Psalms – chapter 1
   iv. Horeb pp. 64, 86-90 (Not on the Web)

2) Dayan Grunfeld Introduction to Horeb xl- cxi (Not on the Web)


4) Rabbi D. Z. Hoffman
   i. Introduction to Leviticus
   ii. “On Torah and Wissenschaf” (In Torah uMadda Journal-volume 6)

5) Rabbi Nechemias Nobel – sermons

6) Rabbi Yehiel Weinberg, eulogy and articles

7) Rabbi Jakob Barth, Introduction to Isaiah
